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ABSTRACT

The present report describes the implementation of
the WAM code package for fault tree analysis using
the Stuasvik computer (Cyber 172). These codes ori-
ginally developed under EPRI contract by Sciences
Applications Inc, allow, in contrast with other fault
tree codes, all Boolean operations, thus allowing
modeling of "NOT" conditions and dependent components.

To concretise the implementation of these codes,the
auxiliary feed-water system of the ASEA-ATOM de-
signed BWR Oskarshamn 2 was chosen for the reliabi-
lity analysis. For this system, both the mean un-
availability and the probability density function
of the top event - undesired event - of the system
fault tree were calculated, the latter using a
Monte-Carlo simulation technique.

The present study is the first part of a work
performed under a contract (B 60/78) with the
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate.

Thanks to F L Leverenz (Science Applications
Inc) and G S Lelloucha (Electric Power Research
institute), who allowed Studsvik the necessary
Information about the codes initially developed
for EPRI by SAI, this work was made possible.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although quantitative probabilistic risk assess-

ment has only been applied to nuclear reactors

for a few years, qualitative risk considerations

have a long history.

In the earlier stages of nuclear reactor develop-

ment, authorities and nuclear steam supply vessel

vendors based safety on the concept of "maximum

credible accident". Postulated events with proba-

bilities below a certain threshold were thus

named "incredible" and needed not be considered

in safety analysis.

The publication of the WASH-1400 report (1) mark-

ed a definite change toward a better quantifica-

tion of this credibility. More generally, the

utilized analytic tools received wider recogni-

tion (2) for the assessment of plant reliability

as well as safety.

It is now widely accepted that the fault- tree/

event-tree approach, coupled with an adequate

data base, is the best available tool to quanti-

fy accident probabilities, or to evaluate the

reliability of complex systems.

The methodology used in the WASH-1400 report is

also useful and effective for:

identifying design flaws at the design
stage

identifying dominant accident sequences,
from insignificant events, or failure
modes

treating man-machine interactions

identifying critical test and mainten-
ance items
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Finally, one must mention the continuing change

of attitudes toward the application of probabili-

stic risk assessment in the nuclear regulatory

process.

The present report is divided into three parts.

The main part is presented below and summarizes

the more detailed Appendix A.I "Reliability ana-

lysis of the Oskarshamn 2 Auxiliary Feed Water

System" and Appendix A.II "Some characteristics

of the application of the WAM-codes".

2. ACCURACY OF RELIABILITY ANALYSIS PRE-

DICTIONS

System reliability analysis applied to engineered

safety features in nuclear plants is useful in

safety analysis work as well as in system design

optimization.

To date concluded overall reliability analyses

completed for nuclear plants in Sweden (3,4,5,6)

have been carried out mainly using fault tree

analysis in combination with the WASH-1400 re-

port data base, and assessing a point estimate

reliability value for each system studied.

Such utilization of the WASH-1400 data base in

safety and reliability analysis of nuclear plants

from a quite different vendor may be adequate

enough, but makes clear that the weakest link in

reliability prediction today is usually the fail-

ure data. This means that the uncertainties in

the probabilistic data may disguise any modeling

errors or approximations in mathematical model

that might occur.
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Furthermore an important contributor to those

uncertainties is the inability to adequatly

quantify common cause failures and the human

factor.

This uncertainty in the probabilistic data can

commonly reach an order of magnitude. This does

not imply that the assessed reliability of the

system studied will obviously have an error fac-

tor as large as 10, because the uncertainties

in the individual component failure probabili-

ties tend to average out in a complex system.

However, the uncertainty bands for most system

reliability estimates are still broad.

In most countries with nuclear power plants,

considerable efforts are being directed to de-

velop reliable data banks to strengthen the

statistical foundation of system reliability pre-

dictions .

It is obvious that we cannot expect to eliminate

but only reduce the uncertainties in the probabi-

listic data. This is especially valid for common

cause failures and human interactions, where cor-

rective measures will be taken before broad ex-

perience and statistics have been collected.

The main conclusion is that system reliability

analyses are performed, and will continue to be

carried out with the utilization of more and

more reliable but always partly inaccurate fail-

ure data.

The above conclusion leads the system analyst to

pose the question: How will the uncertainties in

the component failure data propagate through

the fault tree of a particular system and in-

fluence the so called top event - undesirable

event?
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Thus in order to get a more valuable picture of

the reliability of a system it is necessary to

estimate some confidence interval which will

bracket the point estimate value of the reliabi-

lity of the particular system.

3. COMPUTER CODES FOR FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

The point unavailability of a system, even of a

complex one, can be calculated manually with a

reasonable amount of work, compared with building-

up the fault tree itself. Limited sensitivity

studies of the top event can also be performed

manually for an acceptable effort.

However, an evaluation in practice of the same

complex system, taking into consideration all the

uncertainties in the failure data, requires access

to an adequate computer code. This is mainly due

to the fact, that often, a significant number of

calculations are needed to obtain the probability

density function of the top event of interest,

knowing the probability distribution of the in-

put failure data.

For this reason, and because Studsvik did not

possess an adequate fault tree analysis code, a

survey was made of available computer codes

suitable for the above named purposes.

After a comparative study of several codes the

choice was made to further concentrate efforts,

in Studsvik, to the implementation of the WAM-

code package for fault tree analysis.

4. PRINCIPLES OF THE WAM-CODE PACKAGE

The WAM-codes constitute a family of computer

codes originally developed by Science Applications

Inc (SAI) in Palo Alto (Ca.) and sponsored by the

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).

4
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After contacts with both EPRI and SAI, the latter

kindly sent code listings to Studsvik.

4.1 Properties of the WAM-BAM code

The BAN code uses Boolean Algebra Minimization

techniques to find the resultant logic expressions

from an input tree, and then calculates the as-

sociated point unavailability.

By incorporating of the NOT operation capability,

with AND and OR gates, BAM makes possible the

explicit modeling of dependent events, including

disjoint events and common-mode events. This

code is more completely documented in a user's

manual (7) and Appendix A.II.

4.2 Capabilities of WAM

A pre-processor for BAM, named WAM, allows the

system analyst to communicate easily with the

BAM code.

Many checks are performed to advise the user of

mistakes in his model, and the input to BAH is

optimized to reduce the running time and maximize

result accuracy. WAM also allows the input of

combinational failures, for example the 2 out of 4

coupling.

4.3 Properties of WAM-TAP

The input to BAM can be saved from a WAM run and

subsequently called by WAM-TAP. WAM-TAP allows

probabilities to be changed for specified compo-

nents or group of components identified by

common characters in the component name. Such a

capability allows sensitivity studies, or common-

cause studies to be accomplished easily.
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4.4 Properties of WAM-CUT

WAN-CUT produces the minimum cut sets (HCS) for

a given fault tree. NCS are useful as they pro-

vide a qualitative evaluation of a system, as

well as providing a means for determining the

probability density function for the top of the

tree. WAN-CUT works from the bottom up forming

the NCS of a gate from the NCS of its input un-

til the top gate is reached. Duplicates, super-

sets and cut sets with a probability less than

a specified minimum are deleted as the set is

being built. This code is more completely de-

scribed in (8) and Appendix A.II.

4.5 Properties of the SPASN code

The algebraic polynomial representing the sys-

tem from the minimal cut sets can be used as in-

put to SPASN. This allows the analyst either to

calculate the top event moments (and thus the

mean and standard deviation) from the input event

moments or, to utilize the algebraic polynomial

as a model in a Nonte-Carlo simulation. In other

words, given the probability distribution of each

basic input of the tree, SPASM makes it possible

to calculate the probability distribution of the

top event, and thus to estimate how uncertainties

in the input data propagate through the fault tree.

5. TEST PROBLEM SOLVED WITH THE WAM-CODES

5.1 Introduction

To concretise the implementation of the WAM-

codes at Studsvik, the auxiliary feedwater sys-

tem (AFWS) of the ASEA-ATOM designed BWR Oskars-

hamn 2 was chosen as a test problem.!

4
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This choice was made because the complexity

of the AFWS provides a good example of the type

of systems which are intended for assessment,

and can be evaluated, using the above codes.

The system analysis is presented in Appendix A.I

and the codes, implementation and capabilities,

are described in more details in Appendix A. II.

5.2 System description

A simplified flow diagram of the auxiliary feed-

water system (AFWS) of Oskarshamn 2 is shown in

Figure 1.

The AFWS is a stand-by system used for feeding

water into the reactor vessel from the turbine

condensor or the service water system whenever a

loss of power or A-isolation occurs, or when the

normal feed-water system is inoperable. The

AFWS can also be used during low power operation.

5.3 System analysis

A reduced fault tree for the AFWS is given in

Figure 2. This fault tree is further developed

on the component level in Figure A. 1.1. The top

event represents the failure of the AFWS to de-

liver the correct flow of water to the reactor

vessel when needed.

When assessing the different branches of the tree,

systems connected to the AFWS were studied in

order to analyse if failures in those systems

could influence the top event. Testing and main-

tenance procedures were studied in detail after

the recognition that they could be sources of

common cause failures or human errors.
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5.4 Failure data

To assess both the mean unavailability and the

probability distribution of the top event, data

related to Swedish experience of the operation

of nuclear power plants (9r 10) were used, after

comparison with the WASH-1400 data.

The log-normal distribution was chosen as repre-

sentative for all component failure probability

distributions, but with different error factors

- 3 or 10 - for the 90 % confidence level. The

data used, including error bounds, are given in

Tabli 1.

The use of the log-normal probability density

function can be subject to criticism; but it is

deemed to be appropriate enough for most of the

failure data presented. Furthermore its influence

on the resulting top event value is judged to

be within the error factors presented in Table 1.

It should be pointed out that the log-normal pro-

bability distribution is only one of several

functions which can be used in the SPASM code to

estimate the probability distribution of the top

event (see Appendix A.II).

5.5 Numerical results

A best estimate calculation of the AFWS reliabil-

ity was made by running the HAM-BAM code with

input data from Table 1. The result is given in

Figure 2 and in the following table as Ö

(mean unreliability to start on demand):
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«lc— ( 5
lower

qupper(95

Vdemand

1.3*10"3/demand

3.0.10"3/demand

The predictions provided by WAM-CUT, relative to

the minimal cut sets of the fault tree, indicate

a strong influence on the numerical results of

the analysis arising from:

- common cause failures/human errors as-
sociated with calibration and mainten-
ance procedures

- failure to get correct signals from water
level sensors in the reactor vessel and
spurious I/Y signal.

This was underlined by using WAM-TAP for a

limited sensitivity study. In this study, the

input data from Table 1, of all events labeled

CCP/HR/XXX and for the event "SIG 211/516" {i.e.

signal) were varied. For those components the

values given in Table 1 were either divided or

multiplied by a factor 5 for runs 1 and 2 res-

pectively .

The results obtained were:

— —4
run 1: o = 5.4*10 /demand

run
-3

2: %aBan = 4.9*10 Vdemand

The last step in the calculations was the run of

the SPASM code to assess the probability distri-

bution of the AFWS from the input distribution

given in Table 1. The 90 % confidence interval

obtained is given in the preceeding table as

Slower (5 %) and ^upver (95 %)' whereas the Pro"
bability distribution is presented in Figure 3.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The work reported in the present paper was mainly

initiated to assess how uncertainties in the in-

put data to a fault tree propagate through the

tree and influence the probability of the top

event of the tree.

In order to fulfil this aim the computer codes

of the WAM family - initially EPRI codes - have

been implemented on the Studsvik computer Cyber

172.

Those codes revealed themselves to be adequate

and flexible, as well as efficient in performing

the required type of reliability analysis for

complex systems.

The evaluation of the auxiliary feed-water system

at Oskarshamn 2, revealed quantitatively what

was previously pointed out, namely that; a

significant - in this case study dominant - con-

tribution to the overall unreliability of redun-

dant safety systems arises from common cause

failures and human errors.

It should be pointed out that, in assessing the

common cause failure and human error contributions,

use has been made of "subjective probabilities"

mixed with available limited experience data.

In this respect the evaluation of the test pro-*

blem clearly points out the importance of devel-

oping reliable data banks to strengthen the

statistical foundations of valuable system

reliability predictions.
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In the light of the uncertainties of some domi-

nant input events mentioned above, the assessed

mean value of the AFWS unavailability to assure

its function on demand, cannot be considered to

be a definitive estimate. This value must be

considered keeping in mind that partly subjec-

tive probabilities were used when quantifying

common cause failures/human error probabilities.

However, this relative value, based on the

best available engineering judgment, can be very

useful when used with its associated error

factor, as a tool to identify flaws in the

design, operation or maintenance of the parti-

cular system.

Identifying such weak points in the system will

enable corrective measures to be taken, which

will hopefully improve the system reliability,

thus improving the overall plant safety and

availability.
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Table 1.

Input failure data (log-normal distribution
assumed for all components)

COMPONENT

CV1

CV35

MOV 2*

MOV 4

MOV 42

MOV 26+

T/M MOV XX

CCF/V2/V3

CCF/V4/V42

CCF/HR/FWP

CCF/HR/CP

CCF/HR/431

CCF/HR/733

POV 31 !

FLOW P3

PUMP 1*

T/M PUMP XX

OIL PRESS

LEVEL 431

SYST 733

FAILURE MODE

failure to
open

failure to
open

failure to
operate

spurious
closening

fails to
operate

spurious
closening

test/main-
tenance

failure to
operate

failure to
start

FAILURE
RATE

10"5/d

tt

3-10"3/d

3-10~7/n

3-10~3/d

3-10~7/n

q=2.2-10"3

q = 10"4

q = 10"4

q = 5-10"4

q = 10"4

q = 10"4

q » 10"4

1.5'10~3/d

10 6/h

5'10"3/d

q=2.8'10"3

5'10"3/d

10"4/d

q = 5»10"4

MAINTEN-
ANCE
TIME (h)

20

n

if

n

N

it

T=720 h
test in-
terval

20

•i

24

T=720 h

16

50

ERROR
FACTOR

3

n

n

it

it

n

10

It

II

It

It

n

ii

3

10

3

10

3

10

II
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q = 5-10"5

q = 10~4

io-lo/h 24

16

3

10

30

also valid for MOVs V3, V28, V23

also valid for MOV V27

also valid for pumps P2, P3, P4

Abbreviations utilized in Table 1:

CCF Common Cause Failure

CP Condensate Pump

CV Check Valve

FWP Feed Water Pump

MOV or V Motor Operated Valve

POV Pneumatic Operated Valve

SIG Signal

T/M Test and/or Maintenance

211 Level Monitoring System of the Reactor
Pressure Vessel

431 Turbine Condensor

516 Protective System

733 Service Water System
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Figure 1.

Simplified flow diagram of the studied auxiliary feed water system (AFWS)

Abbreviations and symbols:

Kxxx

Pressure sensor with alarm in the control room

Motor operated valve with position indication
in the control room
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ISOLATION

VALVE

FAILURE

FLOW FROM

AFWS NOT

AVAILABLE

EXCESS

LEAKAGE

TO TURBINE

CONDENSOR

Cl C2 G3

q - 1.3 10"* 1.1 io"4 3.8 10"5

INSUFFICIENT
WATER FLOW FROM
AUXILIARY FEED-
WATER SYSTEM

INSUFFICIENT

WATER FLOW

FROM PUMPS

PI, P2

MEAN

q - i

UNAVAILABILITY:

.3 10~3/DEMAND

INSUFFICIENT

WATER FLOW

FROM PUMPS

P3, P4

G4 G5

6.5 1LO"•4 1.7 Hf4

NO WATER

SUPPLY TO

AFWS

OTHER SIGNAL

AND COMPONENT

FAILURES

G6 G7

3.1 io"6 1.6 lo"4

Figure 2.

Reduced fault tree for the AFWS
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Mean =1.27 E-3 Median =9.57 E-4 Standard deviation =1.26 E-3

2.00f»03

0 .

1200 .1600 .?onn

10 • • -2

.?floo .3200 .3*0(1 .«f>00

Figure 3.
Probability density function of .the APWS top event studied

REMARK The scattered points are a result of the high resolution
in the interval of the argument as compared to the coarse
character positioning on the line-printer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As mentioned previously the AFWS is a stand-by

system used to keep the water level in the reac-

tor vessel between given values whenever the

following occurs:

- loss of offsite power and unsuccessful
house-turbine operation

A-isolation of the plant

- inoperable feed-water system.

The AFWS is also used during low power level

operation together with the condensate pumps.

In this Appendix, the figures labeled with only

one number refer to the corresponding figures

presented in the main part of the present report.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE AFWS

Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic drawing of

the auxiliary feed-water system. The system con-

sists of two identical feed-water pumps (Pi, P2)

and two condensate pumps (P3, P4) coupled to a

single loop which via the residual heat removal

system connects to the feed-water system inside

the containment. The pumps feed water to the

reactor vessel either from the turbine condensor

or from the service water system. In the main

piping, components are doubled except for the two

check valves (CV1, CV35).

On the pressure side of the auxiliary feed-water

pumps is a motor operated valve MOV4 which contln-

ously regulates the flow in the system. In paral-

lell with MOV4 is an on-off valve (MOV4) which

opens at the low level (LI) in the reactor vessel,
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Pressure sensor switches» placed on the suction

side of the auxiliary feed-water pomps, sense

the water pressure in the piping, and will after

an alarm, block the automatic start of PI and P2

whenever the water pressure is less than a given

value.

Each auxiliary feed-water pump has its own oil

lubrification system. An oil pressure sensor

switch will also, in the event of inadequate oil

pressure, block the automatic start of the pump.

In the case the AFWS ir needed and the water

level in the turbine condenser simultaneously

reaches the "L4 level", the motor operated

valves MOV26 and MOV27 will close, and at the

same time MOV28 and MOV29 will open to deliver

water from the service water system (733) to the

reactor vessel.

Under normal plant operation the MOV31 is

open to allow a given preserving flow to be

circulated through the AFWS from the main con-

densate pumps back to the turbine condensor.

3. ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS

The failure analysis of the AFWS described below

has mainly been performed in order to assess the

reliability of this system to deliver the correct

amount of water to the reactor vessel on demand.

The AFWS fault tree is shown in Figures 2 and A.1.1

The AFWS fault tree was constructed making the

following assumptions:

for failures which are discovered when
the system is in the stand-by condition,
it is assumed that repair procedures can
be started without delays arising because
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of such factors as radiological restric-
tions.

unsuccessfull operation of valves and
breaks when they occur in pipes < A25,
are assumed to have negligible influence
on the start-up of the syst<

Besides the assumptions listed above, the influ-

ence of systems connected to the AFWS was asses-

sed to determine if and how failures in those sys-

tems could prevent the start-up of the AFWS or

could be the source of common cause failures.

4. FAILURE ANALYSIS

The components having the greatest influence on

the system start-up reliability are shown in

Figure 1.

Assuming that the system is operable at the start

instant, the following failures can result in the

inability of the AFWS to deliver the required

amount of water to the reactor pressure vessel:

the auxiliary feed-water pumps fail to
start

the check/isolation valve CV1 (or CV35)
fails to open

isolation valves M0V2 and MOV3 fail to
open

MOV31 does not close, combined with
another active failure

flow regulating valve MOV4 closes
spuriously and MOV42 fails to operate

the auxiliary condensate pumps fail to
start

pipe-break - or serious leakage -

no water available to the AFWS
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no signal to the NOVs or the pumps

no power to the above named components.

Test or maintenance operations can also prevent

the automatic start of pumps and the functioning

of the motor operated valves. Test procedures

make a negligible contribution to the overall

system unavailability as compared to the contri-

bution from maintenance operations, in particular

when an override feature can automatically return

the tested item to operational status, if re-

quired.

For repairs which imply that the AFHS's integrity

is broken, i.e. the system must be opened, the

operating plant's Technical Specifications require

that the plant is shut-down, prior to such main-

tenance acts. Because the AFWS is not needed for

and at shut-down, this means that such important

repairs do not impact on the reliability of the AFWS,

Various possibilities for common cause failures

and/or human errors have been subjected to care-

ful analysis. In particular with regard to the

calibration procedures for the different pressure

sensors and for the set-up of the values of the

torque limiting devices of the MOVs. Those con-

tributions are denoted by CCF/HR in the fault

tree (Common Cause Failure/Human Reliability).

5. FAILURE DATA

As mentioned previously, uncertainties, in the

input data for component and other failures

rates may disguise the possibility of some errors

occuring in the system modeling or in the approxi-

mations of mathematical models.
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To obtain good accuracy in the present analysis

of a system of an ASEA-ATOM BWR, data derived from

Swedish experience was used throughout the study,

after comparison with the WASH-1400 failure data.

Listings of relevant failures experienced in the

AFWS of all Swedish BWRs in operation were ob-

tained through the ATV-system (10). The failure

rates extracted for the actual components were

then checked against the failure rates given in

the Forsmark 3 availability study (9).

For each failure rate, the associated uncertain-

ty factor was then assessed by comparison with

the failure data from the WASH-1400 report. For

the purpose of simplicity the factors of 3 or

10 were coupled to most of the failure rates to

give a 90 % confidence level. The different

failure rates used in the present study are

presented in Table 1.

Average maintenance time and failure mode are

also given for the different components.

Units for the data are probability failure per

demand/ d, or per hour, h.

The maintenance contribution to the system un-

availability has been calculated assuming that

the maintenance occurs twice per annum for pumps

and motor operated valves, one of these being

carried out during the refueling period. The

duration time has been estimated as 24 h.

As c basis for calculating the confidence inter-

val associated with the estimated point value for

the top event, all the given failure data are
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assumed to follow a log-normal distribution with

the 90 % error factors given in the last column

of Table 1. The log-normal distribution has been

deemed to give an acceptable fit for the compo-

nent failure rate distributions represented. This

can obviously be open for discussion, but the log-

normal distribution was judged to be in good agree-

ment with the available failure, test and mainten-

ance data.

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Evaluation of the reliability of the AFWS was

carried on using the code WAM-BAM on the fault

tree depicted in Figure A.I.I and with the input

data taken from Table 1.

The mean system unavailability to deliver, the

correct water flow to the reactor vessel when

required is presented in Figure A.II.4 and for the

best estimate assessment has the value:

an
= 1.3*10~ /demand.

The different gate contributions to the top event

are also given in the Figure A.II.4. From this it

can be seen that the gate G4 "auxiliary feed water

pumps" is the major contributor to the unreliability

of the AFWS to respond as required.

For the gate G4, and to a lesser extent for the

gates Gl, G2, G5 and G7, this is due to the con-

siderable influence from the estimated probabili-

ties for common cause failures and/or human error

in the fault tree defined by CCF/HR/XXX.

The assessed value 5*10"4 for CCF/HR/FWP - asso-

ciated with the unavailability of the auxiliary

feed-water pumps - is mainly based on the pro-

bability for human errors during calibration
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procedures of oil/water pressure sensors, and on

the probability that those sensors can deviate

from the calibrated values between two calibra-

tions.

The actual sensors are important as they initiate

the automatic blockage of the start of the auxi-

liary feed-water pumps whenever the oil/water

pressure is below a given value.

In the system studied CCF/HR appear to contri-

bute approximately 60 % of the probability of

the top event.

The above is an illustrative example of the domi-

nating influence common cause failures and

human errors can have on a complex redundant

system reliability.

Another single event which contributes signifi-

cantly to the overall system reliability is "SIG

211/516". This event, input to the gate G7, re-

presents the possibility of incorrect signals

coming from the water level sensors placed in

the reactor pressure vessel, or the possibility

of a spurious I/Y isolation signal. In both

cases, the start of the pumps and of the motors

of the MOVs will not be initiated, this leading

to the top event.

For the above reasons, and to demonstrate the

capacity of the code WAM-TAP, two other com-

puter runs were executed on the fault tree given

in Figure A.I.I.

For the first run the probabilities for all events

denoted by CCF/HR/XXX, and for the event denoted

by SIG 211/516 were decreased by a factor of 5,
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whereas for the second run they were multiplied

by the same factor (see further Figures A.II.5 and

A.II.6). In the first case the mean system unavaila-

bility became

q = 5.4*10 /demand

with CCF/HR contributing with 30 % to the proba-

bility of the top event.

For the second run the figures were

q = 4.9«10~3/demand

with a CCF/HR contribution of 90 % to the top

event.

The above exercise shows clearly the dominant

influence that a few assessed event failure rates

can have on the calculated system reliability.

This in turn underlines the importance of devel-

oping a comprehensive data bank as a basis for

reliable quantitative system analysis.

After the code WAM-CUT had been run to produce the

minimal cut sets (MCS) of the fault tree

considered here, the resulting algebraic polyno-

mial representing those MCS was used in SPASM

to obtain the probability density function of the

top event.

Thus the 90 % confidence limits of the top event

were assessed, using as input for SPASM the error

factou and probability distributions given in

Table 1.

As previously mentioned, the available data was
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fitted to a log-normal distribution in the pre-

sent study. This was judged to give an acceptable

fit to most the failure data. Of course a deeper

statistical treatment of the data could result

in finding some other distribution functions to

fit them. However, for the purposes of the pre-

sent analysis, it was concluded that the influ-

ence of the choice of distribution which fitted

the failure data - in this case log-normal -

on the top event estimate, was well within the

assessed error factors given in Table 1.

The results can be summarized as follows:

qlower (5 %) = 4.4-10"4/demand

amean
= 1.3•10"3/demand

q (95 %) = 3.0«10"3/demand.

The resulting probability density function for the

top event is presented in Figure 3. The error fac-

tor associated with the median value of the AFWS

unavailability can be estimated between 2 and 3.

This illustrated the propagation of error fac-

tors through the particular fault tree, remem-

bering that the input error factors were 3 and

10 (the factor 10 being associated with most of

the dominating basic events).

In the example studied the "smoothing" of the

error factors is mainly due to the fact that the

resulting fault tree is mostly composed of "OR"-

gates.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Calculations of the reliability of the auxiliary

feed-water system of the Oskarshamn 2 resulted in

an assessed "best estimate" value for the mean

system unavailability on demand, q , of
mean

mean
/demand.

Considering the best estimate value of q , it
mean

must be kept in mind that partly subjective pro-

babilities were fed into the system fault tree

evaluation for quantifying common cause failure/

human error probabilities.

The calculated probability distribution function

for the AFWS reliability allows the associated

90 % confidence limit to be defined as

qlower (5 %) = 4.4-10"4/demand

q _ (95 %) = 3.0'10~3/demand.
upper

Remembering the input data error factors of 3

and 10, this gives an error factor, related to
- -4

the median value q m e d i a n
 = 9.7*10 /demand, esti-

mated as being between 2 and 3 for the particular

AFWS reliability.

The above smoothing effect is attributed mainly

to the fact that the AFWS fault tree studied

comprises a majority of "OR"-gates.
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1. IMPLEMENTATION ON CYBER 172

WAM is the name of the input code common to the

WAM-codes WAM-BAM, WAM-TAP and WAM-CUT. These

codes, together with the Monte-Carlo code SPASM,

provide information efficiently and accurately

about systems modeled by any Boolean function.

Very briefly this informations includes:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Point estimates of the system (top event)
reliability (or unreliability) together
with the reliability of any event within
the system (WAM-BAM).

A reevaluation of the system described
in (a) with changes made in the proba-
bility of the occurance of basic events
(WAM-TAP) .

Qualitative assessment, of the system in
terms of failures (cut-sets) which cause
the system to fail and which cause any
event within the system to occur (WAM-
CUT) .

First and second moments of the proba-
bility of the events beeing analyzed.
This allows modeling of the basic com-
ponent data as random variables with a
mean and standard deviation included in
the model (WAM-CUT).

Probability polynomial for the top
event (WAM-CUT). This can be stored for
use by a Monte-Carlo code (SPASM), which
allows determination of the entire dis-
tribution of the system reliability as a
function of component distribution.

The functional relationship between all those

code modules is shown in Figure A.II.1. The Figure

includes a module, named DRAW, which produces a

drawing of the fault tree as input to the evalu-

ation codes. However, this module is not avail-

able at Studsvik at present.

The codes were received in the form of computer
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listings, which were punched on cards to be read
by Cyber 172. In the user's manuals (7) and (8)
there are warnings against conversion of the
codes to any other computer system than CDC 7600,
whose specific features have been utilized in
the development of the code. Conversion to any
other system may be costly, and much of the versa-
tility of the codes could be sacrificed in the
process. The system dependent features used are
a word length of 60 bits, the random access disc
used for temporary storage and a large core mem-
ory (LCM) which can be addressed directly. Thanks
to the close relationship between CDC 7600 and
the Studsvik computer the two first mentioned
features did not present any problems. For this
reason there were no difficulties in implement-
ing WAM-BAM, WAM-TAP and SPASM. WAM-BAM and WAM-
TAP will accept fault trees with up to 1 500
basic events, and the equivalent of 1 500 two-
input gates. This limitation allows the code to
operate on any machine with a 65 K small core
memory (SCM).

Because of the abscence of a LCM-facility at the
Studsvik computer installation, the implementa-
tion of WAM-CUT was expected to be a serious
problem. WAM-CUT has the same limitations as above
regarding the number of basic events and gates,
but the code can process up to 2 000 cut sets
per gate with no limitation on the number of basic
events per cut set. With these capacities WAM-CUT
requires at execution 65 K of small core memory
and 130 K of large core memory. An extended use
of the small core memory up to about 103 K com-
bined with a reduction of the code capacity made
it possible to adjust WAM-CUT to Cyber 172, The
modeling capacity was reduced as follows:
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Maximum number of components: from 1 500 to 500.

Maximum number of two-input gates: from 1 500 to
500.

Maximum number of cut sets per gate: from 2 000
to 1 000.

The code package has been applied to an anlysis

of the auxiliary feed-water system of the ASEA-

ATOM designed BWR Oskarshamn 2, in the following

abbreviated to AFWS. The following sections in-

clude comments on modeling features, input data,

calculation results and computing times for the

different modules applied to AFWS.

2. APPLICATION OF WAM-BAM TO THE AFWS

The logical fault tree with components (basic

events) and gates shown in Figure A.1.1 is the base

for the inputs to the pre-processor module WAM.

WAM allows up to 8 inputs for AND and OR gates,

and for this reason four basic failure events

(Figure A.I.1) without mutual connections were

collected into a gate G7. WAM accepts up to 8

different gate types, of which only 3 ["AND, "OR"

and "NOT"] were needed in this application

(Figure A.II.2). The NOT gate makes possible the

explicit modeling of dependent events, including

disjoint events and common cause failures. Dis-

joint events in this case are the test and main-

tenance of pumps and valves, since for practical

reason for example Pump 1 and Pump 2 in gate G3

cannot be serviced simultaneously. A typical way

of modeling such features is shown in Figure A.I.I

under gate G3, where the subgate G304 includes

the basic event T/M PUMP 2 given the condition

that the event T/M PUMP 1 does not occur. From

Figure A.II.3 which shows the component unavail-

ability data, it can be seen that the unavail-

ability of T/M PUMP 1 is a known (but dependent)

input probability while the unavailability of
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T/M POMP 2 is input as the probability of the in-

tersection with gate NG304. The sane applies to

all G-narked components in Figure A.II.3.

The modeling of AFWS according to Figure A.1.1 leads

to a fault tree with 41 basic events and 54 two-

input gates. In the first run of WAM-BAM the in-

put followed a logic tree with only two-input

gates. Later the input was changed according to

the logic tree in Figure A.I.I. As evidence of the

correctness of the code identical results were

achieved in both cases. In fact the code itself

restructures all gates of a tree to be two-input

gates.

Returning to Figure A.II.3 with the component pro

babilities sone consents about these probabili-

ties are worth noting. Most of the probabilities

in Table 1 of the main report are demand proba-

bilities; the probability that the device will

fail to operate upon demand for those components

that are required to start, change state or func-

tion at the tine at which they are called. The

general unavailabilities, denoted by q in Table 1

nay also be interpreted as demand probabilities.

Failure data for the components MOV4, MOV26,

FLOW P3, FLOW P4 and BREAK are given as failure

rates (A), log normally distributed random vari-

ables. These failure rates must be transformed

to demand probabilities (or unavailabilities).

This can be done according to the identity ([11],

Chapter 3):

A(t)dt » - logtl - (1)

where F is the life distribution of a "fresh"

unit corresponding to a mission of duration T. SO

we have:
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F ( T ) = P{life of the unit < T }

= P{the unit is unavailable at

time T } (2)

If the failure rate is assumed to be constant

(the device does not age stochastically), equa-

tion (1) can be rewritten:

F ( T ) = 1 - e-XT (3)

Further, if the value of the failure rate is

assumed to be a log normally distributed random

variable with frequency function g(X), the first

and second moments of the random variable F ( T )

are:

a. = /(I - e~Ax)g(A)dX
1 0

a0 = "(1 - e~XT)2g(X)dX

(4)

(5)

These moments for component unavailability values

are listed in Appendix B of [8] for various fail-

ure rate values (expressed as log-normal parame-

ters in terms of the median and error factor) for

specific values of time (fault exposure time).

The moments are calculated by utilizing the Mcnte-

Carlo-technique via the SPASM code.

For example, the component MOV4 which has a log-

normal median of 3*10 /hr with an error factor

of 3, has a mean unavailability for a test/main-

tenance interval of one month (730 hr): 1.38*10

Similarly, the unavailabilities of FLOW P3 (and

FLOW P4) and BREAK are found to be 9.65«10~4

—8

and 1.02*10 respectively. Here the fault expos-

ure time for BREAK is supposed to be 24 hr. In

other words, leakage/break is assumed to be dis-
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covered within 24 h.

The final output, Figure A.II.4, lists the demand

probabilities for the gates requested, Gl - G7,

the top event and a "blank" event, shown as sig-

nal number one. The blank event probability

gives an estimate of the resolution of the res-

ults; its difference form 1.0 is the total error

in all the events shown; thus no single event can

have an error larger than this difference. The

calculation was performed with the accuracy number

PMINT = 1*10 , which means that all probability

products < PMINT are neglected in the evaluation

of the top event probability.

3. APPLICATION OF WAM-TAP TO THE AFWS

The code WAM-VAP allows a problem where the BAM

input has been previously constructed by WAM to

be run or re-run. This input from a previous WAM

run is stored on a permanent file. Input to and

results from an application of WAM-TAP are shown

in Figures A.II.5 and A.II.6.

The first input line requests a changed unavail-

ability for all components containing CCF in their

names, i.e. all components subjected to common

cause failures and human errors. New values, list-

ed on the following lines, are obtained by multi-

plying the old ones with PNEW =0.2, because

MODE = 1. When MODE = 2 the value of PNEW direct-

ly defines the new unavailabilities. The next

input line describes a corresponding change in

the probability of SIG 211/516. Similarly, in

the next case the "old"unavailabilities of the

same components are multiplied by a factor 5.

The results of the WAM-TAP calculations are dis-

played in the same way as in the original WAM-BAM
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run. In the current case the changed probabilities

have affected all the displayed gates and, in the

first instance reduced the system unavailability
-3 -4

from 1.3*10 to 5.4*10 , and in the second in-

stance increased the system unavailability from

1.3*10"3 to 4.9«10~3.

An arbitrary number of cases can be calculated in

one run, and each case may contain many changes

in the component probabilities. Each case starts

with the original unavailabilities. Thus WAM-TAP

is a very efficient tool for sensitivity studies

of the top probability as a function of uncertain-

ties in the data for given basic events, or for

evaluation of the effect of the aging of compo-

nents .

The WAM-TAP code can also be used to study the

effects of various values of the probability

limit PMINT.

4. APPLICATION OF WAM-CUT TO THE AFWS

The codes WAM-BAM and WAM-TAP give the analyst

a point estimate for the mean value of the top

event when mean values for the individual event

probabilities are inserted into the tree. If,

however, information on critical paths, or on

the probability distribution (not just the mean

value) of the tree top is wanted, then the analyst

has to proceed to the cut-set analysis code WAM-

CUT and the distribution code SPASM.

A cut-set of a gate or a top event is defined as

a set of basic events which, when occuring simul-

taneously, cause that gate or top event to fail.

Hence, a cut-set can be written in Boolean alge-

bra as the intersection of the basic events in
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that cut-set. Since a gate may have more than one

cut-set, the Boolean expression for that gate is

the union of its cut-sets.

WAM-CUT can determine very efficiently all the

cut-sets of a complex fault tree. Because of ob-

vious limitations the number of cut-sets is maxi-

mized to 1 000 per gate (see Paragraph II.1). This

limit is not expected to seriously affect the

ability to analyze complex systems. However, it

may be useful to note that a tree with mostly OR

gates will produce many small cut-sets, whereas a

tree with mostly AND gates will produce fewer but

larger cut-sets. The inclusion of NOT gate logic

produces many large cut-sets. WAM-CUT identifies

significant cut-sets without regard to their size,

thereby providing the analyst with an accurate

evaluation of the system.

The significance of a cut-set is determined by its

probability. WAM-CUT calculates the probability of

each cut-set, and thereafter the probability of

the top event, by using the component probabili-

ties. This expression between the top event pro-

bability on the one hand and the component pro-

babilities on the otaer, is the probability poly-

nomial. Thus WAM-CUT determines the top event

probability in a different way than WAM-BAM,

which calculated the same probability based di-

rectly on the fault tree.

WAM-CUT has an evaluation option that allows the

effect of treating the fault tree component data

as random variables to be estimated. In essence,

the probability polynomial above is "squared"

to give a polynomial for the second moment about

the origin. Evaluation of these polynomials

using component first and second moments, then
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gives the corresponding moments of the top event.

From these moments the code calculates the stan-

dard deviation and a coarse 95 % confidence bound

based on the Chebychev inequality.

Should a complete definition of the top event di-

stribution be desired - assuming complete compo-

nent distributions are known - an option in WAM-

CUT writes a subroutine for SPASM. The subroutine

gives essentially the first moment polynomial.

SPASM provides values for the terms in the poly-

nomial from the component distributions for up

to 40 000 trials. Thus, the top event distribu-

tion is determined using a Monte-Carlo method.

WAM-CUT has been applied to AFWS with an input

specifying that output of cut-sets is required

for the six gates Gl - G6 (the top event is dis-

played automatically), that all cut-sets with

probabilities less than 1C are to be neglected

and that input for SPASM shall be generated. The

fault tree is presented in the same way as for

WAM-BAM, and this similarity is to a large extent

valid also for component probabilities. One ex-

ception is that in WAM-CUT one cannot define com-

ponents by their intersection with another event.

Another exception is the component second moments

which can be input to WAM-CUT.

In the actual application there were not any sec-

ond moments present because the option for com-

plete distribution option (via SPASM) was chosen.

Figure A.II.7 shows an example of the output. First

the cut-set number, followed by the estimated

probability of that cut-set, and then the names

of the components in that cut-set are given. The

cut-sets for gate G4, with probability > 10"

consists of both singles/ doubles and triples of
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the input components (ordered by size). Then

follows a list of the same cut-sets ordered by

probability, a sequence that directly shows which

cut-sets are the most significant.

Figure A.II.8 shows the probability ordered seq-

uence of cut-sets for the top event. In this case

it can be seen that the basic events with common

cause failure and/or human error make the largest

contribution to the system failure probability,

the value of which is also displayed in the Fig-

ure A.II.8. This output should also include the

second moment, and in addition the standard de-

viation and the 95 % upper confidence bound

(Chebychev) if the second moments of component

probabilities have been input.

The first moment polynomial programmed by WAM-

CUT for SPASM is given in Figure A.II.9. The X(I)

terms in the FORTRAN statements are the first

moment component unavailabilities, where index i

refers to the components listed in sheet 2 of

the Figure.

5. APPLICATION OF SPASM TO THE AFWS

The name SPASM comes from System Probabilistic

Analysis by Sampling Methods. The code provides

a Monte-Carlo determination of the entire distri-

bution of the top event probability for the sys-

tem being analyzed. SPASM is a relatively simple

code that simulates the top event probability for-

up to 40 000 trials using the first moment poly-

nomial produced by WAM-CUT. Each X(I) term in

this polynomial is determined by random sampling

from the specified distribution of the component

in question. By use of the probability polynomial

the Monte-Carlo simulation is a relatively quick

operation (see next section concerning computing

times).
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There are up to 10 different types of distribution

the analyst can choose between to describe the

variation and uncertainty of the component proba-

bility. The input to SPASM consists of the number

of argument variables (components), sample size,

number of problems to be run and for each compo-

nent distribution type. All distributions are

specified by up to two parameters. Possible distri-

butions are normal, log-normal, uniform, beta,

tabular, gamma, demand, chi-squared, F-distribu-

tion and student.

The log-normal distribution has been used for all

components in the current application; for many

basic events this type of distribution has proved

to be well suited [1], It is possible that any

other distribution could have been chosen for some

components, but then more detailed studies are

required to define the distribution. A failure

probability according to equation (3), which is

assumed for the components MOV4 and FLOW P3 in

the polynomial, does not follow a log-normal di-

stribution. When the failure rate X is assumed

to be log-normal, the distribution function of

the probability F(T) is:

P(F(T)< y} = ± + a, (6)

where *(x?a,p) is the normal distribution with

mean a and standard deviation &. The distribution

(6) has a mean value that is less than the median.

This is not valid for a log-normal distribution.

However, the mean and variance of the probability

F(T) are known, therefore a log-normal distri-

bution with these characteristics has been chosen

as an approximation to the real distribution.
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The log-normal distribution is specified for

SPASM by the median and the 90 % error factor.

This implies that the mean values used in WAN-

BAM and NAM-CUT must be transformed to medians.

This is easily done by the relations:

Mean = median x e1/20'

Error factor = e1*64* (90 %)

(7)

(8)

Figure A.II.10 shows the distribution input to

SPASM, where the numbers of the components corre-

spond to the index I in the probability polyno-

mial. The log-normal type of distribution is

followed by the median and the error factor.

Figure A.II.11 includes the numerical part of the

results, showing distribution parameters as mean,

standard deviation, and measures of skewneFS and

excess. The entire distribution and the 99 % con-

fidence bounds produced by the sampling techni-

que are also presented in this figure.

SPASM provides also plots of the resultant di-

stribution, both a frequency function and a

probability density function. The frequency func-

tion, shown in Figure A.II.12, has obviously a log-

normal character with a remarkable positive skew-

ness,

tive probability distribution.

' Figure A.II.13 shows the plot of the cumula-

6. COMPUTING TIMES FOR THE MODULES IN THE

WAM-PACKAGE

It may be interesting to note the computing times

1) The scattered points are a result of the
high resolution in the intervals of the
argument compared to the coarse charac-
ter positioning on the line-printer.
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(central processor) required by the codes run on

Cyber 172 at Studsvik for the current application

with 41 basic events, 54 two-input gates, a pro-

bability limit of 10~7, and a sample size of 5 000

in SPASM. The computing times below are the total

central processor times from the dayfiles of the

runs.

Code Computing time (s)

WAM-BAM 22

HAM-TAP

WAM-CUT

38 (2 cases)

8

SPASM 113
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Varied Component
Unavailabilities
Plus Other Changes

Logical
Expressions

Component
Unavailabilities

LJ
WAM

CUT DRAW

BAM = Boolean Arithmetic Model

SPASM = System Probabilistic Analyses by Sampling Methods

TAP, WAM, CUT, DRAW = Not acronyms

Figure A.II.l

Functional relationship between code modules
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AU*. F£FR*ATi;r>SYSTE* OF O i l (CALCUIATION OF SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY)

INPI'T FA'M-T TUEf DESCDIPTimi

?"»/07/04.

in r.ATF wmat»
i>> r.ATf »JAHF
I»» GATE TYPF.
i«i mimr* nr GATFS INPUT
(It MIIWHF4 Of COmPhNlMTS INPUT
<*>> NU»HF<? OF CVEMTS I N COM GATE TO BE C O N S I D E P t D AT ONE
(TI-II4I NAMES OF TMt

«l>

1

i .

t .

i

J

n
•4

! " >

I I
1<»
| 1

1 *
IS
I*.
1»
1»
ft
?"
?A
??
? )
?4

?S
j»h

?7
»"
?•>
30
31
3?
33
t *
V>

««»)

A:>».FFI
•VI
Giai
G10 2
r.io*
Glos
V.10S
ft»
G<"»I

03
0101

GJ93
r»30*
Wt34*

GSl)l
GSO?
G«i()3
GSO*
NGSO*
f>*
(>*01
Gf>
GM>1
r»6o?

G*>>)3
o^o*
G60S
G6Q*
GbftT
NG607
G 7

WMOELEUSLF.
Gl

13)

AND
i i U

OK
AW>
NOT
f »
A«IO
OR
ANO
OR
OH
UK
ANO
NOT
O J

AHi)

n»
OP
ANO
NOT

0»
A"iD
AMO
0 »
ANO
WOT
O»
ANO
0 0
no
AHO
NOT
OB

EVE^fTS
6?

«*»

7

1
?
0
I
1
0
1
1
0
1
2
0
1
1
0
1
?
0
1
1
0
1
2
2
1
1
,,
1
?

0
1
I
0
I)

G3

«S)

0
2
0
i
1
1
1
1
1
Jt
1
t
3
t
1
1
1
0
3
?
1
1
1
0
0
5
1
1
J!
0
2
1
1
1
*

16)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n
0
0
0
0
a
0
t
ft

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gl
r.ioi
GlO?
»OV?
f i l OJ?

T/Mi iOV2
G?«l
G?ft2
MOV*
G3Bl
G34?
OllPKFSSI
G30*
MG30*
T/tfllvPI
GSni
r>sa?
FL0»^3
G50*
NG50*
T/IHPUMP3
G40I
G 302
G60I
G602
MGAO?
T/W»OV?6
G60<«
G605
»0V2H
G60 7
NC«>07
T/MW0V2A
POWER

04

<*>

G?
Ctt|
C IO*
T/WH0V2
MOvJ
T/H«0W3

CCF/V* /W*?
MOVf?
T/HMOV*
P0W31
G303
PUMP)
0ILPBESS2
T/MPDW?

CCF/M«/CP
GSO 3
PUMP 3
FLOHP»
T/ fPulP*

CCF/MM/FWP
G303
G6n3
CCF/HP/431
T/MMOW27

ST5T733
G606
T/HM0V?8
M0V29
T/MK0V?9

S1G^11/516

GS

19) C)ft)

03 G*
CCF/VP/V?

CW1 ' CW35
T/HPUMP1
POMP?

T/MPUHP3
PUMP*

LEWFL*3l M0V?6

CCF/HH/733

C V 3b MREAK

G6 G7

111)

OS

T/MM

GA

113)

GT

KOVZT

Figure A.II .2

Definition of the fault tree for WAM-BAM
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AUX. FEEDWATERSYSTEM OF Oil (CALCULATION OF

SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY)

INPUT COMPONENT LIST

(1) COMPONENT NUMBER

(2) COMPONENT NAME

(3) COMPONENT TYPE

(4) COMPONENT INTERSECTS WITH

(5) UNAVAILABILITY OF COMPONENT OR
INTERSECT

(1) (2) (3)

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ii
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

CV1
CCF/V2/V3

MOV2

T/MMOV2

MOV3

T/MMOV3

CCF/V4/V42

MOV42

MOV4

T/MMOV4

POV31

CV35

OILPRESS1

OILPRESS2

PUMP1

T/MPUMP1

PUMP2

T/MPUMP2

CCF/HR/431 .

LEVEL431

MOV26

T/MMOV26

MOV27

T/MMOV27

SYST733

CCF/HR/733

A.

I
I
I
I

G

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i
i

i

G

I
I
I
I
I
G
I
I

(4)

NG105

NG304

NG602

(5)

1.00-5

1.00-4

3.00-3

2.20-3

3.00-3

2.20-3

1.00-4

3.00-3

1.37-4

2.20-3

1.50-3

1.00-5

5.00-3

5.00-3

5.00-3

2.80-3

5.00-3

2.80-3

1.00-4

5.00-4

1.37-4

2.20-3

1.37-4

2.20-3

5.00-4

1.00-4
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27
28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

MOV28

T/MHOV28

NOV29

T/MMOV29

CCF/HR/CP

FLOWP3

FLOWP4

PUMP3

PUMP4

T/MPUMP3

T/MPUMP4

CCF/HR/FWP

POWER

SIG211/516

BREAK

I
I

I

G

I

I

I
I
I
I

G

I

I

I

I

NG607

NG504

3.00-3

2.20-3

3.00-3

2.20-3

1.00-4

9.81-4

9.81-4

5.00-3

5.00-3

2.80-3

2.80-3

5.00-4

5.00-5

1.00-4

1.00-8

Figure A.II.3

Input to WAM-BAM of component demand probabilities
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AUX. FEEDHATERSYSTEM OF Oil (CALCULATION OP

SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY)

+++RESOLTS+++

SIGNAL NO

21

28

49

44

66

94

8

1

96

EVENT

Gl

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

G7

TOTAL PROBABILITY

1.32-4

1.07-4

3.80-5

6.55-4

1.69-4

3.16-6

1.59-4

9.999979-1

AUX.FEED 1.26-3

BAM EXECUTION TIME = 17.615 SEC.

Figure A.II.4

Test example problem output using WAM-BAK
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AUX. FEEDWATERSYSTEM OF Oil (CALCULATION OF

SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY)

CHANGES REQUESTED

CHANGE PNEW MODE

CCF 2.0E-1 1

CHANGES MADE

EVENT
NAME

CCF/V2/V3

CCF/V4/V42

CCF/HR/431

CCF/HR/733

CCF/HR/CP

CCF/HR/FWP

NEW
UNAVAIL

2.0E-5

2.0E-5

2.0E-5

2.0E-5

2.0E-5

1.0E-4

SIG 2.0E-1 1 SIG211/516 2.0E-5

BAM RESULTS

SIGNAL NO.

21

28

49

44

66

94

8

1

96

BAM RUNNING TIME

Figure A.II.5

EVENT

Gl

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

G7

AUX. FEED

= 17.54

TOTAL PROBABILITY

5.20E-5

2.70E-5

3.80E-5

2.55E-4

8.89E-5

2.69E-6

7.92E-5

9.99998E-1

5.42E-4

Input and results from run 1 using WAM-TAP
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AUX. PEEDWATERSYSTEM OF Oil (CALCULATION OF

SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY)

CHANGES

CHANGE

REQUESTED

PNEW MODE

CHANGES

EVENT
NAME

MADE

NEW
UNAVAIL

CCF 5.0E+0

SIG

SIGNAL NO.

21

28

49

44

66

94

8

1

96

BAM RUNNING TIME

5.0E+0 1

BAM RESULTS-

EVENT

Gl

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

G7

AUX. FEED

= 17.537

CCF/V2/V3 5.0E-4

CCF/V*/V42 5.0E-4

CCF/HR/431 5.0E-4

CCF/HR/733 5.0E-4

CCF/HR/CP 5.0E-4

CCF/HR/FWP 2.5E-3

SIG211/516 5.0E-4

TOTAL PROBABILITY

5.32E-4

5.07E-4

3.79E-5

2.65E-3

5.69E-4

5.64E-6

5.58E-4

9.999968E-1

4.85E-3

Figure A.II.6

Input and results from run 2 using WAM-TAP
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AUX. FEEDWATERSYSTEM OF Oil (DETERMINATION OF

MINIMAL CUT SETS)

CUT SETS FOR GATE G4

1,

2.

3,

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

5.00E-

2.50E-

2.50E-

2.50E-

2.50E-

1.40E-

1.40E-

1.40E-

1.40E-

CUT SETS

1,

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,

5.00E-

2.50E-

2.50E-

2.50E-

2.50E-

1.40E-

1.40E-

1.40E-

9. 1.40E-

•4 CCF/HR/FWP

5 OILPRESS1

5 OILPRESS1

5 OILPRESS2

5 PUMP1

5 OILPRESS2

5 T/MPUMP1

5 OILPRESS1

5 PUMP1

FOR GATE G4

4 CCF/HR/FWP

5 PUMP1

5 OILPRESS2

5 OILPRESS1

5 OILPRESS1

5 PUMP1

5 OILPRESS1

5 T/MPUMP1

5 OILPRESS2

WITH PROBABILITY .GF.
1.00E-07

OILPRESS2

PUMP2

TUMP1

PUMP2

T/MPUMP1

PUMP 2

-T/MPUMP1 T/MPUMP2

-T/MPUMP1 T/MPUMP2

ORDERED BY PROBABILITY

PUMP 2

PUMP1

PUMP2

OILPRESS2

-T/MPUMP1 T/MPUMP2

-T/MPUMPl T/MPUMP2

PUMP2

T/MPUMPl

Figure A.II.7

CUT sets of gate G4 determined using WAM-CUT
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CUT SETS FOR GATE AUX. FEED ORDERED BY PROBA-

BILITY

1. 5.00E-4

2. 1.00E-4

3. 1.00E-4

4. 1.00E-4

5. 1.00E-4

6. 5.00E-5

7. 2.50E-5

8. 2.50E-5

9. 2.50E-5

10. 2.50E-5

11. 2.50E-5

12. 1.40E-5

13. 1.40E-5

14. 1.40E-5

15. 1.40E-5

16. 1.40E-5

17. 1.40E-5

18. 1.00E-5

19. 1.00E-5

20. 9.00E-6

21. 7.50E-6

22. 7.50E-6

23. 7.50E-6

24. 7.50E-6

25. 6.60E-6

26. 6.60E-6

27. 6.60E-6

28. 4.91E-6

29. 4.91E-6

30. 4.20E-6

31. 4.20E-6

32. 2.75E-6

33. 2.75E-6

34. 1.10E-6

35. 1.10E-6

36. 9.62E-7

CCF/HR/FWP

SIG211/516

CCF/HR/CP

CCF/V4/V42

CCF/V2/V3

POWER

PUMP3

PUMP1

OILPRESS2

OILPRESS1

OILPRESS1

PUMP3

PUMP1

OILPRESS1

PUMP 4

T/MPUMP1

OILPRESS2

CV35

CV1

MOV2

POV31

POV31

POV31

POV31

MOV2

MOV42

T/MMOV2

FLOWP4

FLOWP3

POV31

POV31

FLOWP3

FLOWP4

-T/MMOV26

T/MMOV26

FLOWP3

PUMP 4

PUMP 2

PUMP1

PUMP2

OILPRSSS2

-T/MPUMP3

-T/MPUMPl

-T/MPUMP1

T/MPUMP3

PUMP 2

T/MPUMPl

MOV3

PUMP 2

OILPRESS2

PUMP1

OILPRESS1

-T/MMOV2

T/MMOV4

MOV3

PUMP3

PUMP4

-T/MPUMPl

T/MPUMPl

-T/MPUMP3

T/MPUMP3

T/MMOV27

SYST733

FLOWP4

T/MPUMP4

T/MPUMP2

T/MPUMP2

T/MMOV3

T/MPUMP2

T/MPUMP4

SYST733
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37. 4.11E-7

38. 2.50E-7

39. 2.20E-7

40. 2.20E-7

MOV42

-T/MMOV26

T/MMOV26

1ST MOMENT = 1.26E-03

MOV4

SYST733

T/MMOV27 CCF/HR/733

CCF/HR/733

Figure A.II.8

Probability ordered sequence of cut sets for the
top event

!r
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AU». FfcFn*ATF.»SVSTFH OF Oil <OFTE«MINATIOM OF MINIMAL CUT SETS)

FUNCTION SAMPLF FÖ* SPASM COOE

FUNCTION SAMPLE (X«IFL*G*»jPROn)
DIMENSION X(H

C AUX. FEEn**ATF»SYSTEM OF O H OFTrUMf'jATIOKi OF MINIMAL CUT SETS»
SAMPLE =

2 *
3 « X(11>*M.-X(|4M«X(1S)« X(11)*X(IM« X()1>*X<17>»
4 K
5 •
(t *

7 ?0)>»X<?D» «(??)*X(?4)« X(24!*)t (?"»)• X(?2)*X(?0)« X(?3)«X(20)
H • Xl?5>» ll.-XI26))»XI?7)»X(?Rl» (1.-X{?...)»X(27)»X(?9)• »(30)
SAMPLE * SAMPU

X(32>» XC31)- X(I2)»X(1*>)
•- X(|6)»X(13)»X(17)

END

Figure A.II.9

Function SAMPLE and component list for SPASM input (sheet 1 of 2)
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AU*. FEFOWATERSYSTFM OF Oil (DETERMINATION OF MINIMAL CUT SFT5)

COMPONENT LIST FOR S«>A$M INPUT

1
?
3
4
5
b
7
R
Q

10
11
1?
13
14
IS
16
17
1*
19
20
21
?~2

?4
2S
?.h
27
2P
29
.)O
Jl
3?
33

SA*!N TOOK

CUT TOOK

MOV2
.T/MMOV?
T/MMOV3
MOV 3
CV1
CCF/V?/V3
M0V42
M0V4
T/MMOV4
CCF/V4/V4?
POV31
ORPRFSS1
PlĴ Pl
T/MPUMP1
T/MPUMP2
OILPRFSS?
PUMP2
CCF/HP/FWP
F|_OirfP3
T/»4PU^P3
T/MPIJMP4
FlOWP4

PUMP3

CCF/HK/CP
T/MM0V?6
T/MMOV27
SVST733
CCF/HR/733
LFVEL431
POWER
STG211/S16
CV35

.71* SEC.

1.71? SFCS

Figure A.II.9
Function SAMPLE and component list for SPASM input (sheet 2 of 2)
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SPASM

System Probabilistic Analysis by Sampling

Methods AFWS of Oil (Calculation of system un-

availability distribution)

COMPONENT(
COMPONENT I
COMPONENT t
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT!
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT <
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT!
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT i
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT 1
COMPONENT 1
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT J
COMPONENT(
COMPONENT«
COMPONENT(

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
A)
7>
H)
O)
10)
11)
1?)
11)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21>
22)
23)
24)
?5)
26)
?7>
29)
?9)
30)
11)
32)
33)

LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
L0G-NORM«L
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LQG-NORHAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL
LOG-NORMAL

2.4000E-03
3.2000E-V4
9.20QQE-04
2.4000E-OJ
7.9900E-06
3.7300E-OS
2.4000E-03
1.1000E-04
8.2000E-04
3.730AE-05
1.2000E-03
4.0000E-03
4.0000E-03
1.0400E-03
1.0409E-03
4.0000E-03
4.0000E-03
1.0700E-04
1.6000E-04
1.0400E-03
1.0400E-OJ
3.6000E-04
4.0000E-03
4.0000C-03
3.7300E-05
8.2000E-04
ft.2000t-04
l.H70nE-04
3.7300E-05
1.9700E-04
4.0000E-OS
3.7000E-05
7.9900E-06

3.0000E»00
1.0000E*01
1.0000E*01
3.0000E*00
3.0000E*00
1.0000E*01
3.0000E«C9
3.0000E*00
1.0000E«01
1.0000E*01
3.0000E*00
3.0000^*00
3.ooooe«oo
1.0000E*01
1.0000E«01
3.0000E»00
3.0000E*O0
1.0000E«01
1.0000£*01
1.0000E*01
1.0000E*01
1.0000E»01
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Figure A.II.10
Distribution types and parameters for SPASM
input



OUTPUT EVALUATIONS, SAMPLE SIZE • 5 000

DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS. MEAN = 1.27E-3
BETA1 • 4 .87E-1

DISTRIBUTION CONFIDENCE LIMITS

CONFIDENCE (PER CENT) FUNCTION VALUE

STANDARD DEVIATION - 1.26E-3
BETA2 - 8.82E+1

99 PER CENT CONFIDENCE BOUNDS
ON SIMULATION RESULTS •
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Figure A.II.11

Output evaluation using SPASM
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STUDSVIK ENERGITEKNIK AB STUDSVIK/K2-79/169

1979-07-18

A.11.29

MEAN =1.27 E-3 MEDIAN =9.57 E-4 MODE =9.26 E-4 STANDARD DEVIA-

TION =1.26 E-3
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Figure A.II .12
Probability density function for the test example

REMARK The scattered points are a result of the high resolution
in the interval of the argument as compared to the coarse
character positioning on the line-printer.



STUDSVIK ENERGITEKNIK AB STUDSVIK/K2-79/169
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Figure A.II.13

Cumulative probability distribution produced by SPASM
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